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Learning Experience Design

Instructional Techniques 
Principles
Creating learning solutions that address principles requires 
careful attention to making abstract concepts tangible, 
fostering transferability and application, promoting deep 
conceptual understanding and critical thinking, while 
accommodating diverse learner needs and preferences.
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Analogies 
and 
Metaphors

Use analogies or metaphors to illustrate abstract principles in 
familiar terms, making complex concepts more accessible and 
memorable for learners.

Concept 
Mapping

Engage learners in creating concept maps that visually represent 
the interrelationships between principles, helping them organize 
and connect key concepts.

Debates and 
Discussions

Organize conceptual debates or structured discussions where 
learners defend different perspectives, interpretations or 
applications of principles, fostering critical thinking skills.

Interactive
Simulations

Develop interactive simulations that allow learners to explore 
principles in action, manipulate variables, and observe cause-and-
effect relationships in real-time.

Problem-
Based 
Learning

Present learners with authentic problems or case studies that 
require application of principles to devise solutions, promoting 
deeper understanding and transferability.

Interactive 
Lectures

Facilitate interactive lectures where learners actively engage with 
principles through discussions, problem-solving activities, polls, or 
“clicker” questions. This approach promotes engagement, active 
learning, and formative assessment.

Role-Playing 
Scenarios

Create role-playing scenarios where learners assume different roles 
and apply principles to make decisions, negotiate solutions, or 
resolve conflicts in simulated contexts.
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Digital 
Storytelling

Encourage learners to create digital stories or multimedia 
presentations that illustrate principles in context, incorporating 
narratives, visuals, and audio elements to convey key messages.

Gallery Walks Arrange a gallery walk where learners circulate through stations 
displaying visual representations, artifacts, or examples related to 
different principles, promoting exploration and discussion.

Jigsaw 
Technique

Implement the jigsaw technique, where learners collaborate in 
expert groups to master specific principles and then share their 
expertise with peers in a collaborative learning environment.

Case-Based 
Learning

Present learners with real-world case studies or scenarios that 
illustrate principles in action, prompting analysis, problem-solving, 
and decision-making.

Socratic 
Questioning

Use Socratic questioning techniques to stimulate critical thinking 
and inquiry, guiding learners to explore underlying principles 
through probing questions and dialogue.

Peer 
Teaching

Implement peer teaching activities where learners teach principles 
to their peers through presentations, demonstrations, or 
discussions. This approach enhances understanding and retention 
by promoting active engagement and peer-to-peer learning.

Interactive 
Quizzes and 
Games

Develop interactive quizzes, games, or puzzles that challenge 
learners to recall and apply principles in a fun and engaging way. 
Gamify the learning experience by incorporating game elements, 
such as challenges, quests, levels, or rewards, into activities that 
teach principles. Provide immediate feedback to reinforce learning 
and encourage mastery.
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